
Colores™ Doming Resin Pendant
Take your favorite images and make them larger than life with the 

magnification effect of doming resin.  

1. Make a paper template that matches the size of the pendant’s   

  frame. Find an image you like and use a soft-grip cutting knife 

  to cut out the image to the size of the template. Place the image 

  in the pendant frame. 

2. Treat the image so it doesn’t bleed when you add the resin by 

  painting a layer of white craft glue over the entire image, making  

  sure to go all the way to the edges. The glue will dry clear.  

3. While the glue is drying, use a popsicle stick to mix the doming  

  resin according to the directions. As you stir the resin, it will turn  

  milky white; continue to stir for about two minutes until the resin 

  is clear, then let it sit for 5 minutes. 

4. Set the pendant on top of two flat popsicle sticks to keep it 

  level. Using a toothpick, place a drop of the doming resin in 

  the center of the image. The resin will begin to creep to the edges,  

  naturally forming a dome. Continue to place drops near the 

  center and allow the resin to fill in the frame. As you add resin, 

  use the toothpick to pop any bubbles that may appear. Note: You  

  do not need to add resin all the way to the edges; for the best effect,  

  simply allow it to fill in and form the dome shape on its own. 

5.  Protect the pendant from dust by covering it with the mixing cup  

  from the kit, and allow it to dry for 24 hours (15 minutes after it   

  begins drying, check once more for bubbles and eliminate if 

  necessary). To speed up the process, place the pendant in a toaster  

  oven at 150°F; it should dry in about two hours.  

6.  Slide the pendant onto the sterling curb chain.

supplies:
Description  Order # Qty.

Colores™ Doming Resin Kit  623-014 1
Sterling pendant frame, 18 x 12.8mm  696-878 1
Sterling diamond-cut curb chain, 1.8mm, 18"  632-353/18 1
Soft-grip cutting knife                    —
Toothpicks                     —  
White craft glue                     —
Small paint brush                    —
Image for pendant frame                    —
Popsicle sticks                     — 
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https://www.riogrande.com/home/MemberArea/ProductPage.aspx?assetName=623014
https://www.riogrande.com/home/MemberArea/ProductPage.aspx?assetName=696878
https://www.riogrande.com/home/MemberArea/ProductPage.aspx?assetName=63235318

